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5 of 5 review helpful Marvelous By Steiner This deeply cryptic and beautiful little text is perhaps Novalis most 
beautiful and complex work The Novices of Sais unfolds as a hermetic prose poem in which the various approaches to 
the study and contemplation of nature are discussed and compared Novalis sees the poetic as the unifying method as 
well as that which is nearest to the inner truth of nature This brief and beauti The Novices of Sais is a Romantic meld 
of poetry philosophy and transcendental journey Revolutionary yet profoundly simple at once Novalis rsquo reverence 
for the natural world pours out of every page Translated into French in 1925 it was embraced by artists and poets alike 
and is often quoted by the Surrealists Paul Klee rsquo s drawings were inspired by this visionary exploration of the 
inner life of modern humankind The Novices of Sais is a kaleidoscope of interpretations visions and allegories of 
nature a transfiguration of the commonplace giving the ordinary a mysterious countenance the known the dignity of 
the unknown mdash Ross Benjamin The Nation 
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